Remote access and Team Viewer

Remote access can save your life: for example, when you arrive home and realize you
didn't some important data with you. Also, it's not so comfortable to move files by
flash drives every time you change computer, and Google Drive and Dropbox cannot
be installed on JAZZ because of security reason. So, what to do?
As long as you move on JAZZ machines you're fine: your data will wait for you in
your user's account. For those computers out of JAZZ, instead, we have the option to
remote access our lab machines through a software called Team Viewer.
It's all quite straightforward:
1. Download the latest version and install it
2. Insert a personal username and password, so that you can save a list of your
"contacts", sparing you from remembering the IDs of the computers you want
to access, for example "Narnia", "Hogwarts".
3. If you want somebody to access your position, provide him your computer
ID and the temporary password the software yielded.
Team Viewer allows you to control a computer from distance through your keyboard
and mouse. It connects to the machine itself, not to your user. So you don't have to
mind leaving your account connected in case you will want to remote access it: you
will remote access the JAZZ access page. Click on the icon "Ctrl+Alt+Delete" to log in
(do not type it, it will send the command to your computer). That's all.

Note for Display1
JAZZ users can access the display machine (also on JAZZ), so that you can take log
data from the experiments, for example. In order to do so, Display1 must be online
which means:
1. Logged in
2. Network enabled
Both these thing you can do only from the machine itself. Remember that when you
plan on accessing it from remote.
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